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Abstract 
Customer satisfaction is the choice of performance 

of the services of once and again by customers. 

Customer’s satisfaction means to keep the customers as 

your regular customers towards the services or products 

which we are offering to them and it is most important to 

satisfy our customers. [2, 21] So, as to make them loyal 

and they should retain to our services for longer term. In 

term of banking it is the mandatory for the employees to 

satisfy their customers regarding the process, product and 

after people. Banking sectors provide various products i.e. 

loans, lockers, accounts, fixed deposits etc. which attract 

them and force them to be connected with the banks. [14] 

Now, in this growing era we are finding every possible 

thing to get digitalized and “why not bank?” If we 

consider it in banking sector we find that some bank like 

SBI, HDFC etc. provide online banking facilities to their 

customers in whom they provide them a special app or 

software which is connected through their mobile phones 

and this app is very much safe, convenient and easy to 

use. [10, 20] By this service they can increase the level of 

the satisfaction of their customers. And in urban areas, 

where more development is seen, it is quite necessary to 

get digitalized because the customers of urban areas prefer 

more technical services as compared to traditional 

services. [9, 16, 18] 

Customer satisfaction toward banking sector in 

urban areas has now become a necessary step for financial 

institutions. It is to improve their growth and development 

for further as a sustainable growth. Banks can attract and 

satisfy their customers by their gestures, expressions to 

easy process and availability of various beneficial 

products. [1, 8] 
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Introduction 

In day to day lives of the customers it has become 

necessary for them to get an account or connected with 

banks either co-operative bank or public bank and what a 

customer want? A customer wants its satisfaction and 

satisfaction is generally measured as their loyalty, 

preferences or expectation towards banking services and 

products for longer term. [6, 21] It is beneficial for the 

customers and organization for their longer term better 

and effective relations. A bank can increase the level of 

satisfaction of their customers by providing those better 

3Ps i.e. products, people and process. Every type of 

product is beneficiary for them to 

enhance the satisfaction. Product 

could be saving account, credit 

card,  debit card, smart card, loan 

etc. and they can also attract their 

customers by digitalized them for 

their convenience i.e. various apps and software’s are 

provided by the banks to their customers. So, as to us net 

banking facilities and turning them into cashless 

transactions and providing them facilities at every time 

(24*7). [3, 5, 12] Now, comes about process when a 

customer enters into a bank, he found various desks 

available and he might confuse about the process in which 

he/ she is going to involve. So, if the bank provide 

presentation charts and arrow marks, they could be 

beneficial for them to make their level of satisfaction 

increased. And finally the people or employee to whom 

the customers are to interact, if they have better 

personality in terms of their gestures, expression and smile 

on their face, it could increase their satisfaction. In urban 

areas customers are more advanced and technical they 

prefer that, they would get better service and interaction in 

lower time and hence by these 3Ps we could enhance the 

level of the satisfaction of the king (customers) of the 

market. [3, 4, 17] 

 

Literature Review 

Customer satisfaction is playing a very important 

role in all organizations. Either the goods that produce the 

satisfaction of the contester are playing a very important 

role in all the organizations or produce the goods, which 

produce the server and increase earning potential and 

market coverage. Satisfied customers are the best means 

to create a positive image of the organization in the 

market which will attract more and more customers and 

exclude the remnants of customers in the business. It will 

increase earning capacity and market coverage. Satisfied 

customers are the best means to create a positive image of 

the organization in the market which will attract more and 

more customers and exclude the remnants of customers in 

the business. Customer loyalty is defined as "twenty-first 

century market place currency" (Singh and Sardesh, 

2000). 


